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Figure 1: An overview of proposed annotation framework.
ABSTRACT
We present a manually-labeled Author Name Disambiguation(AND)
Dataset calledWhoisWho, which consists of 399,255 documents
and 45,187 distinct authors with 421 ambiguous author names. To
label such a great amount of AND data of high accuracy, we propose
a novel annotation framework where the human and computer col-
laborate efficiently and precisely. Within the framework, we also
propose an inductive disambiguation model to classify whether
two documents belong to the same author. We evaluate the pro-
posed method and other state-of-the-art disambiguation methods
onWhoisWho. The experiment results show that: (1) Our model
outperforms other disambiguation algorithms on this challenging
benchmark. (2) The AND problem still remains largely unsolved and
requires more in-depth research. We believe that such a large-scale
benchmark would bring great value for the author name disam-
biguation task. We also conduct several experiments which proves
our annotation framework could assist annotators to make accu-
rate results efficiently and eliminate wrong label problems made
by human annotators effectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The popularity of the information system has brought explosive
growth of academic digital records. The latest estimations show that
there are more than 271 million publications, 133 million scholars
and 754 million citations on Aminer [17] and even larger number
of them in Google scholar database.
Among these digital records, almost all the documents have author
name ambiguity problem. Author name ambiguity(AND) means
that authors of bibliographic documents are very likely to share
identical names with the others so that the scholars’ names are not
reliable enough to determine their identity. This problem poses a
great challenge to the digital bibliographic library, such as Google
Scholar, DBLP, Aminer and Microsoft Academic.
Name disambiguation task is proposed to solve this problem, which
is, for a given publication, to distinguish the author who wrote this
publication from other authors who share the identical name with
him. Despite of great amount of efforts devoted and rapid growth of
data-driven methods on graph structure [20] [8] [13][9], the AND
problem still remains largely unsolved.
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Figure 2: An ambiguous case in the AND task.
One of the main reason is that existing name disambiguation bench-
marks are limited in scale and complexity compared to the great
number of academic documents available on the Web. Many ma-
chine learning models, such as deep learning models, heavily de-
pend on large-scale and high-quality data. Hence, if we want to
propose a sophisticated and robust model to do name disambigua-
tion, a large, diverse and accurate benchmark is indispensable.
However, building such a large-scale benchmark is an extremely
challenging task. Annotators need to assign a great number of pub-
lications into different clusters. The number of clusters is uncertain
and the annotators have to focus on all the pairwise relationships
between the publications. For example, if there are 3 thousand
(which is a median data size in our dataset) publications to label,
the number of pairwise relationships would be 9 million, which
is far beyond what humans can handle. Besides, in order to judge
whether two publications belong to the same person, it is necessary
to consider the relationships between the two publications and
other papers. Fig 2 gives an example of this kind of ambiguous
cases. Although the document 1 and 2 belong to the same author,
their attributes are completely unrelated. It is almost impossible for
both human and computers to form a correct judgement on their
relationships without the involvement of the document 3. Lastly,
the workload of labeling each set of data is heavy and it is almost
impossible to collaborate, which means, for a given name, each an-
notator have to complete long-term and challenging process alone
and it is hard to merge annotation results from different annotators.
This would inevitably lead to poor accuracy and efficiency.
Thus, we propose a supervised inductive name disambiguation
method to assist annotators to disambiguate correctly and effi-
ciently. In this method, both supervised and unsupervised methods
can serve as similarity models. Based on the constructed similarity
graphs, we propose an end-to-end graph neural network model
to predict whether two documents belong to the same author and
apply community detection algorithm to the generated result. Then,
we use visualization techniques to provide display and operation in-
terfaces for annotators. Lastly, our well-designed annotation work-
flow split annotation process into several parts where annotators’
tasks are greatly simplified and annotation results of different an-
notators could be directly aggregated.
We has utilized this annotation framework to label a great amount of
data sampled from AMiner’s database, and organized these labeled
data as a disambiguation dataset. Our benchmark has significant
advantages in scale, complexity and accuracy to the existing ones.
Now, the dataset is available online1.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Name Disambiguation methods
Typically, the author name disambiguation task can be divided
into two categories: classification and clustering. The classification
task [7] [6] aims to predict whether two documents refer to the
same author or not while the clustering task [16] [24][25][12] is to
cluster those documents which belong to the same author together.
Considerable work has been done for these two disambiguation
tasks[21][11]. Han [6] defines several similarity functions to evalu-
ate the document similarity based on TF-IDF and NTF, and apply
the k-way spectral clustering method on the constructed similarity
graphs to disambiguate. GHOST [3] utilizes the coauthor relation-
ships as input to build a similarity graph and use graph partition-
ing algorithm to generate the results. Tang [16] integrates both
document features and graph structural features with the unified
probabilistic graphical model HMRF. Tran [18] utilize a deep neural
network to determine whether two ambiguous documents belong
to the same author.
Recently, utilizing network embeddingmethods to learn low-dimensional
representation for each document is popular, and several state-of-
the-art works are based on this approach. Zhang [24] solve this prob-
lem by learning graph embedding from three constructed graphs
based on coauthor relationships. Aminer [25] also leverage a super-
vised inductive graph neural network model to learn representation
for documents and use recurrent neural network to predict the true
number of the clusters.
2.2 Name Disambiguation Datasets
Either the traditional or the novel, they all need an authoritative
data set for evaluation. Supervised methods [19] [18] [25] also need
labeled data for training and their performance greatly relies on
the training data.
Previously, CiteSeerX2 and Aminer3 have published manully-labled
author name disambiguation benchmarks respectively. The Cite-
SeerX dataset consists of 8466 documents with 14 author names
while the Aminer dataset consists of 70258 documents with 100
author names. These two benchmarks are widely used to train and
evaluate name disambiguation models. However, those models that
perform well on these benchmarks not always generalize well in
the production environment due to two nontrivial flaws:
Limited complexity. The max document numbers of CiteSeerX
and AMiner benchmark are 1464 and 999 respectively, which are
small compared to the real data scale. In the real world, it is quite
common for an author name to refer to thousands documents and
some author names, such as Jing Zhang and Wei Wang, even refer
to more than ten thousand documents. These huge document sets
have much more complicated patterns and higher requirements for
the efficiency of disambiguation algorithms. Existing benchmarks
1https://www.aminer.cn/billboard/whoiswho
2http://clgiles.ist.psu.edu/data/
3https://aminer.org/disambiguation
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can hardly provide evaluations of these aspects.
Limited Scale. Compared to hundreds of millions of papers in
the database, the total numbers of documents and author names in
these benchmarks are limited. In order to apply the disambiguation
models to a production environment, training samples with a larger
scale are indispensable.
Limited Accuracy. What we’ve learned from constructing name
disambiguation dataset is that it is a very difficult task for human
and they would find great difficulty giving accurate results if there
is no well-designed tools. However, for existing AND benchmarks,
there is no any specific description of their annotation process,
which gives us a reason to worry about the wrong labeling prob-
lem.
2.3 Human-involved Name Disambiguation
Since there is a gap between the proposed disambiguation mod-
els and the real production environment, several human-involved
methods are proposed.
D-dupe [2] is an interactive framework for entity resolution which
visualizes the author collaboration social network into a graph,
which helps users to distinguish different persons.
Shen [15] designs several novel visualization interfaces where users
can assign newly-coming documents to existing author based on
the various information provided by the interfaces.
We take one of Shen’s visualization interfaces that cleverly visual-
izes the coauthor similarity information and document set infor-
mation as our user interface. We have also made many functional
extensions and improvements on it so that it can be used in more
complicated annotation task. More details are available in section
9.
3 PROPERTIES OF WHOISWHO
Data Annotations. The raw data of our name disambiguation
dataset are collected from the AMiner database as follows: first,
we choose the author names based on the number of ambiguous
authors and their papers. Then, for each author who shares the
ambiguous names, we collect all the papers belonging to the author
with their attributes, such as title, abstract, coauthors, affiliations,
venues, keywords and so on. Finally, we hire several annotators to
label the raw name disambiguation dataset based on our annotation
framework.
Statistic of WhoisWho To our best knowledge, we have pub-
lished the world’s largest manually-labeled name disambiguation
dataset with 399,255 papers belonging to 45,187 persons of 421
common author names Some details of the dataset are listed in the
fig 3.
Achievements.We also organize a data challenge4 based on the
published dataset. Moreover, we comprehensively analyze different
name disambiguation scenarios and define the two basic task tracks
in the challenge:Name Disambiguation from Scratch and Continuous
Name Disambiguation. The challenge was held successfully, which
attracted more than 1,000 people formed 500 teams to participate
and resulted in some meaningful ideas. The challenge also indicates
that the name disambiguation task still remains an open problem
4https://biendata.com/competition/aminer2019/
(a) number of authors
(b) number of documents
Figure 3: Statistics of WhoisWho
Assigned documents of Wei Wang Unassigned documents of Wei Wang
Wei Wang 1 Wei Wang 2 Wei Wang 5 Wei Wang 5Wei Wang 4Wei Wang 3
2YHUSDUWLWLRQHG2YHUPHUJHG
Figure 4: A toy example of input raw data.
and requires further research. To promote the exploration in author
name disambiguation field, we plan to further release more labeled
data periodically with respective data challenges in the future.
4 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present the formulation of the name disambigua-
tion annotation task with preliminaries.
4.1 Task Formulation
Let a be a given name reference, and Da = {Da1 ,Da2 , ...,DaN } be
a set of N documents associated with the author name a. We call
Da as the document set of a. We use I(Dai ) to denote the identity
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(corresponding real-world person) of Dai . Thus if D
a
i and D
a
j are
authored by the same author, we have I(Dai ) = I(Daj ). We omit the
superscript in the following description if there is no ambiguity.
Given this, we define the problem of author disambiguation as
follows.
Definition 4.1. Name Disambiguation. The task of author dis-
ambiguation is to find a function Θ to partition D into a set of
disjoint clusters, i.e.,
Θ(D) → C,where C = {C1,C2, ...,CK },
such that each cluster only contains documents of the same identity—
i.e.,
I(Di ) = I(D j ),∀(Di ,D j ) ∈ Ck ×Ck ,
and different clusters contains documents of different identities—
i.e.,
I(Di ) , I(D j ),∀(Di ,D j ) ∈ Ck ×Ck ′ ,k , k ′.
Our annotation framework begins with existing data in the data-
base, which is more efficient and less challenging by contrast to
labelling from scratch.
In addition, documents are integrated into the database in a
streaming fashion, hence, there is also a set of unassigned docu-
ments C˜ in the input data. Thus we can use C = {C1,C2, ...,CK , C˜}.
to denote the origin assignment of the input data.
Figure 4 gives a toy example of raw input data which are sampled
from Aminer database. In Figure 4, each document has a author
named ’Wei Wang’. The color of each document represents its
real author identity and the documents within a dashed container
denote that they are assigned to the same author profile. There are
typically two types of errors in the assignments:
• Over-merged: Documents of different authors are wrongly
merged into a single profile in the database due to their com-
mon attributes or error propagation in the disambiguation
process, i.e.
∃(Di ,D j ) ∈ Ck ×Ck , I(Di ) , I(D j ).
For example, ’W Wang 001’ in Figure 4 is over-merged with
documents from two different authors.
• Over-partitioned: Documents of an individual author are
wrongly split as several distinct profiles in the database, i.e.
∃(Di ,D j ) ∈ Ck ×Ck ′ ,k , k ′, I(Di ) = I(D j ).
For example, ’W Wang 004’ and ’W Wang 005’ in Figure 4
are over-partitioned from the same author.
For a given author name and its document set D = {Di }, our
annotation task has two goals:
• 1) generate a perfect document assignment C = {Ci } which
not includes unassigned document set C˜ .
• 2) assign as many documents as possible as long as the first
goal is met.
5 FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present our annotation framework for name dis-
ambiguation task. We first introduce the method to extract several
similarity graphs from a raw document set. Then we discuss the
inductive model which is used to aggregate and refine the similarity
graph. With the refined graph, we apply a community detection
algorithm to cluster publications which are likely to belong to the
same author together.
After that, the annotators could conduct operations upon these clus-
ters. With well-designed operations and visualization interfaces,
annotators are able to complete this difficult task efficiently and
correctly.
Lastly, We discuss the annotation workflow, which decomposes
the whole annotation process into four steps: cleaning, checking,
adding andmerging. During these steps, mutual inspection and
majority voting would be applied so that the accuracy of annotation
is guaranteed.
5.1 Building Similarity Graphs
At first step, we model the pairwise similarity based on several
attributes of documents and build multiple similarity graphs for
each raw document set. Each similarity graph is referred to a specific
document attribute.
Definition 5.1. Similarity Graph. For a given document set
D = {Di } and a given document attribute x , we construct a com-
plete weighted graph as the similarity graph Gx (D) = (D, Ex ).
Each edge weight (the edge weight could be zero) is calculated by
similarity function Sx .
Both supervised and unsupervised methods can serve as simi-
larity functions. For the name disambiguation model proposed in
this paper, we adapt inverse document frequency as the similarity
function for its simplicity and scalability. However, in practical
deployment, we carefully define the features and utilize Support
Vector Machine models to build more accurate similarity graphs. It
is mainly because the similarity graphs would be visualized in our
annotation interface.
5.2 Graph Refinement
In order to cluster documents properly, there should be a single
graph where each edge represents the probability that connected
documents belong to the same author. Since the similarity of a
certain attribute can not serve as this function, it is necessary to
aggregate all similarity graphs into a universal graph. We call this
process as Graph Refinement.
Actually, we take different graph refinement models as the anno-
tation project progresses. At early stages, we simply sum all the
similarity graphs together and use an empirical threshold to filter
the edges for simplicity. Because there is limited training data avail-
able.
After gaining enough annotation data, we adapt an end-to-end
graph neural network model to refine the graph. This model could
evaluate the similarity between each pair of documents via topo-
logical information from all the similarity graphs so it is possible
to solve the tricky problem in fig 2.
Graph Neural Network for Edge Classification Xu [23] and
Hamilton [5] have proven that GNN could learn graph structure
information as Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm if randomize input
node features. In that sense, for a given document setD = {di } and
its similarity graphs G = {Gx }, we generate a random Gaussian
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Figure 5: The structure of proposed name disambiguation model.
vector for each node as input feature. There are two reasons for
random initialization:
• Almost all valuable information of documents’ attribute have
been encoded into the similarity graphs.
• The involvement of global semantics would significantly
increase the complexity, which make model prone to overfit-
ting.
Since the similarity graphs are complete graphs and most edges
with in them are weak, we apply an adaptive pruning strategy on
these graphs.
Definition 5.2. Adaptive Graph Pruning. For a given N × N
input adjacent matrix Aˆ, the pruned adjacent matrix A will be pro-
duced as:
A˜i j =
{
0 i f Aˆi j <
∑
j′Aˆi j′
N
Aˆi j else
Ai j =
A˜i j + A˜ji
2
The pruning strategy would computes a threshold for each row and
column5, and the element Aˆi j would be filtered by the mean value
of row threshold and column threshold. So the symmetry of matrix
A is preserved.
Row normalization is used to normalize the pruned adjacent
matrices. A = {Ax } denotes the normalized adjacency matrix set.
The adjacency matrices A are fed into two EGNN [4] layers with
the node features V . The kth layer function and defined as
V k = σ [∥x (AxV k−1W k )]
where ∥ represents the concatenation operation. Through GNN
encoder, the input N × N adjacency matrices are encoded as N
dense vectors {Vi }, where each vector is referred to a graph node
(document). Then we combine all pairs of node feature vectors
with corresponding edge feature vector into N 2 triplets(Vi ,Vj ,Ei j ).
We concatenate the feature vectors within each triplet and feed
them into an MLP classifier to decode the triplets into edges. For
5Each row and column represents the similarity relationships of a specific document
each given document set D = {di } and its annotation result C =
{C1,C2, ...,CK }, we build a complete graph Gc (V, E) as the ground
truth, where E = {ei j ,∀vi ,vj ∈ V × V, i , j}. According to the
results of the annotation, we classify edges into two categories: the
positive Ep and the negative En . i.e.
Ep = {ei j ,di ,dj ∈ Ck ×Ck ,Ck ∈ C}
En = {ei j ,di ,dj ∈ Ck ×C ′k ,k , k ′,Ck ,C ′k ∈ C × C}
In most instances, the number of negative samples is much larger
than the positive, so we apply the weighted loss based on the ratio
of positive and negative samples.
5.3 Sub-clustering
After graph refinement, we got a refined graph G for a given docu-
ment setD = {Di }. The edge ei j between document Di and docu-
ment D j represents how likely is it that Di and D j belong to the
same author. Based on this graph, we could apply community de-
tection techniques to each assigned document groups Ci ∈ C and
to unassigned document set C˜ respectively. We call this process as
sub-clustering. It splits each assigned group and unassigned set into
several sub-groups which the documents within are very likely to
belong the same scholar. Hence, the annotators can readily conduct
operations upon a batch of documents, which significantly boosts
the efficiency of the annotation process.
As long as the annotators conduct an operation, our system would
re-cluster the documents. Apparently, efficiency is critical to the
online algorithm, so we take Speaker-Listener Label Propaga-
tion Algorithm[22], an improved label propagation algorithm, as
our clustering method. The algorithm can form a good result in a
short time.
However, the community detection results cannot directly apply to
our framework because there will be many huge sub-groups within
the results. The huge sub-groups will severely impact visualization
effect since we plot the similarity graphs of selected documents. So
we set a maximum sub-group size6, and split all over-size sub-group
into several median groups by the Breadth-First-Search method.
6The size is empirically set to 50.
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5.4 Annotation Workflow
5.4.1 Operation Definition. According to § 4.1, there are mainly
two types of errors: over-merged and over-partitioned. In addition,
there is a set of documents C˜ that remains unassigned. Given these,
we define five batch-wise operations as follows:
• Merge: A merge operation ϕm (C1,C2) select two assigned
groups C1 and C2 and combine all the documents from the
two assigned groups into a new assigned group C1,2, i.e.
ϕm (C1,C2) : C1,2 ← {Di ∈ C1 ∪C2}.
Intuitively, we prefer to merge assigned groups with similar
documents as they are very likely from the same author.
• Separate: A separate operation ϕs (Ck , c j ) excludes a sub
set of documents {Di ∈ c j } from an assigned group Ck and
create a new assigned group Cj based on c j , i.e.
ϕs (Ck , c j ) :
{
Ck ← {Di ∈ Ck\c j },
Cj ← {Di ∈ c j }.
where c j ∈ Ψ(Ck ). We prefer to perform separate when the
documents are similar in c j but dissimilar to the documents
in Ck\c j .
• Create: A create operation ϕc (c j ) take a sub set c j from
unassigned document set C˜ and create a new assigned group
Cj , i.e.
ϕc (c j ) : Cj ← {Di ∈ c j , c j ⊂ C˜}.
A create operation ϕc (c j ) will be taken when the documents
within c j are similar (likely from the same author) but dis-
similar to any documents in existing assigned groups {Ck }.
• Assign: An assign operationϕa (Ck , c j ) take a sub set c j from
unassigned document set C˜ and assign these documents into
an existing assigned group Ck , i.e
ϕa (Ck , c j ) : Ck ← {Di ∈ c j ∪Ck , c j ⊂ C˜}.
An assign operationϕc (c j )will be takenwhen the documents
with c j are similar to the documents in Ck (likely from the
same author).
• Exclude: An exclude operation ϕe (Ck , c j ) excludes a sub set
of documents {Di ∈ c j } from an assigned groups Ck and set
all the documents from c j as unassigned, i.e.
ϕe (Ck , c j ) :
{
Ck ← {Di ∈ Ck\c j },
C˜ ← {Di ∈ c j ∪ C˜}.
where c j ∈ Ψ(Ck ). We prefer to perform exclude when the
documents are dissimilar in c j and also dissimilar to the
documents in Ck\c j . p
Any possible disambiguation operation can be converted to a
permutation of the above operations.
5.4.2 Workflow. We divide annotators’ task into four steps: Clean-
ing, Verifying, Adding and Merging. For each step, we give a clear
goal and limited types of operations that annotators can use, which
significantly simplify the task so that even the inexperienced can
quickly master this annotation task. For each step where annotators
can cooperate, the annotators are very likely to give different results.
So the different voting strategies would be applied to aggregate the
results.
• Cleaning This task would be complete independently by
a single annotator. The annotator would use separate or
exclude operations to clean all the noise in each assigned
group. If the annotator cannot make sure if the documents
should be removed from the assigned group, the operation
should be performed in order to make sure all assigned
groups are clean.
• Verifying Since the previous step is done by a single an-
notator, it is necessary to verify the results. So at this step,
several annotators get involved. They merely use exclude
operation to refine the result given by previous annotator.
After verifying, the over-merged problems should be elimi-
nated, which means the over-merged problem does not exist
any more and all the documents in the same assigned group
belong to the same person.
• Adding At this step, several annotators would conduct
assign and create operations respectively. In order to main-
tain high accuracy of labeled data, annotators are asked to
perform the operations only if they are quite sure, so the
ambiguous documents would remain unassigned.
• Merging At the last step, the annotator would check each
pair of assigned groups and decide whether tomerge them7.
Putting merge operation as the last step is to avoid the po-
tential problem described in fig 2. When many documents
remain unassigned, it is possible that some over-partitioned
document sets seem to be totally unrelated so annotators
just skip them. To avoid this situation, it is necessary to
conductmerge operation after sufficient documents having
been assigned.
After applying voting after merging results, we get the annotation
result of the final version. Our workflow makes the complicated
annotation task simple and efficient while ensuring accuracy.
5.4.3 Voting Strategy. There are three stepswhere the voting strate-
gies are supposed to be applied: Verifying, Adding andMerging.
At these steps, each annotator would give a different result. As
we mentioned in 4.1, for a given document set D = {Di }and its
assignment C = {Ci } ∪ C˜ , our ultimate goals is to guarantee the
accuracy of C\C˜ . Based on this goal, different strategies are applied
at the end of each step.
• Voting for Verifying After verifying, each annotator pk
would give a different set of excluded documents Eki for
each assigned group Ci , where Ci ⊂ C\C˜ . To maximize the
accuracy of C\C˜ , the aggregated result Ei for assigned group
Ci will be the union set of {Eki }. i.e. Ei =
⋃
k Eki
• Voting for Assigning (assign operation) After adding,
each annotator pk would give a set of newly-assigned doc-
uments Aki for each assigned group Ci . Let N(dj ) denotes
the number of sets |Aki ,dj ∈ Aki | and K represents the
number of annotators, we apply majority voting, so the
7Actually, annotators merely need to check a few pairs, because our visualization
interface will filter out those pairs that are totally unrelated
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adding results for each assigned group Ai are defined as
Ai = {dj ,N(dj ) > K/2}. So the accuracy of assigning is
guaranteed.
• Voting for Adding (create operation) On the other hand,
after adding, each annotator would also give several sets
of documents Cki for create operation. Unlike the assign
operation, there would be some conflicts between the results
given by different annotators. For better quantification, We
formulate the conflicts as the pairwise conflicts. For instance,
if an annotator assigns both document i and document j to a
newly-created group while another annotator assigns these
two documents into two different newly-created groups,
there would be a conflicting pair. Otherwise, there would be
a verified pair. We apply the voting strategy for create oper-
ation base on two pairwise principles: 1) We merely adopt
verified document pairs. 2) We do not adopt any conflicting
document pairs even if they are verified. We adapt a greedy
search algorithm to merge as many as documents we can
without violating any principles above.
• Voting for Merging After merging, each annotator pk
would give a set Mk = {(Ci ,Cj ), i , j} of assigned group
pairs which are going to be merged 8.We also applymajor-
ity voting to these merging pairs and generate a new set of
merging pairsM. Lastly, all the document pairs within the
M would be merged.9
5.5 System Efficiency
For each ambiguous author name, we would model relationships
between each pair of documents, Hence, the time complexity of
building similarity graphs and graph refinement is O(N 2). Further-
more, the numbers of documents for most ambiguous names are all
in thousands, which means that our models need to infer millions
or ten millions of times for each ambiguous name. Apparently, it is
time-consuming and impossible to deploy online.
To solve this problem, we preprocess the data and cache refined
graphs for the names to be disambiguated in advance because re-
fined graph is constant during the annotation process. Only some
time-efficient modules, such as community detection and some ren-
dering functions, are deployed online so that the annotator barely
feel any delay regardless of the data scale.
5.6 Visualization Interface
6 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct several comprehensive experiments to evaluate the
accuracy of our proposed annotation framework. We also evalu-
ate recent state-of-the-art methods [25] [24] [10] for author name
disambiguation task on our benchmark. Lastly, we compare these
state-of-the-art methods with ours to demonstrate its superiority
over those methods.
8For example, if there are three assigned groups merged together: Ci , Cj , Ck , there
would be three merging pairs: (Ci , Cj ), (Ci , Ck ) and (Cj , Ck ).
9If there are merely two merging pairs (there should be three ideally) between three
documents, the three documents would also be merged.
6.1 Name Disambiguation Evaluation
6.1.1 Experiment Datasets. We sampled 320 author names from
our dataset, and split them into 200, 60, 60 for training, validation
and testing. Each author name refers to a totally different document
set.
6.1.2 Experiment Setting. We evaluate three state-of-art name dis-
ambiguation methods on our dataset.
Aminer et al. [25]: This method learns a supervised inductive
embedding model based on manually-labeled data, and use an unsu-
pervised graph auto-encoder to refine the embedding on the local
linkage graph constructed based on the common features between
documents.
Zhang et al. [24]: The second method is an unsupervised method
which constructs three graphs (document-document, author-author
and document-author) based on coauthors use the triplets sampled
from graphs to optimize graph embedding.
Louppe et al. [10]: This semi-supervised method first trains a
pairwise distance function base on a set of carefully designed simi-
larity features. Then a semi-supervised HAC algorithm is used to
determine clusters.
Our method is indicated by Xiao. In our method, we leverage both
pairwise document similarity information and topological informa-
tion of similarity graphs to predict whether two document belong
to the same person. So we also present the performance of topologi-
cal component to further analyze the contribution of edge features.
Xiao(F) This method merely use the topological information of
similarity graphs, where the decoder merely takes document em-
bedding learned from GNN model as input. We evaluate these dis-
ambiguation models by the pairwise Precision, Recall and F1-score
on 13 sampled author names. We also use both micro and macro
averaged scores to evaluate overall performance of each method.
The averaged scores are calculated on the complete testing set.
6.1.3 Experiment Results. Table 1 shows the performance of dif-
ferent disambiguation methods on sampled test names of different
sizes. According to the results, the performance of both Aminer and
Zhang are not ideal on the large document sets since their micro
average score is much lower than the macro one. Benefiting from
a scalable end-to-end training method, our method (Xiao) outper-
form the other state-of-the-arts in both macro and micro average
score (+17.18% and +19.67% over Louppe, +22.32% and +10.42% over
Aminer, +6.91% and +2.28% over Zhang). And the results also show
the feeding edge features directly into decoder could greatly boost
our performance (+13.54% and +10.71%). However, there is still a
huge gap between our model and human.
6.2 Framework Analysis
We further investigate the performance of annotators during the
annotation process. During theVerifying step, a noisy disambigua-
tion result made by a single annotator would be refined by multi-
ple annotators with our voting strategy so all seemingly wrongly-
assigned documents would be excluded. We count the numbers
of these excluded documents E and the numbers of the rest as-
signed documents R during the annotation process. The numbers
are shown in fig 6. The excluding ratio ER is computed as ER = ER+E ,
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Table 1: Results of Author Name Disambiguation.
Size Xiao Xiao(F) Louppe et al. Aminer Zhang et al.
Name - Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1
Xianghua Li 303 95.45 95.81 95.63 92.40 90.12 91.24 90.73 94.01 92.34 95.55 98.50 97.00 99.35 88.62 93.68
Xu Shen 352 92.38 77.38 84.21 97.46 77.32 86.23 88.86 16.71 28.13 93.54 48.71 64.06 99.03 90.29 94.46
Xiaoming Xie 478 87.00 47.01 61.04 71.36 48.79 57.96 90.86 23.28 37.06 94.44 36.20 02.33 98.55 72.38 83.46
Suqin Liu 517 81.71 86.98 84.26 94.04 88.03 90.93 57.82 98.04 72.74 83.67 70.80 76.70 98.77 48.36 64.93
Makoto Inoue 661 93.32 79.75 86.00 80.32 74.69 77.40 95.03 52.09 67.29 98.55 81.02 88.93 98.75 92.14 95.33
Jihua Wang 713 93.56 86.20 89.24 86.40 75.48 80.57 78.96 84.95 81.84 94.90 45.70 61.69 98.46 44.73 61.51
Chao Deng 745 95.04 87.10 90.89 85.44 78.57 81.86 97.01 77.80 86.35 99.08 72.14 83.50 98.99 86.53 92.34
Qiang Wei 1130 92.78 67.67 78.26 83.02 74.62 78.60 97.93 51.62 67.61 97.49 34.08 50.51 99.11 55.43 71.10
Xiaohua Liu 1334 97.11 96.81 96.96 94.80 96.49 95.63 95.38 96.06 95.72 99.41 73.08 84.23 97.26 73.47 83.71
Weimin Liu 1484 83.17 77.89 80.44 76.73 81.74 79.15 92.94 33.80 49.57 97.93 21.45 35.19 97.84 50.31 66.45
Min Yang 2244 92.11 61.23 73.56 75.86 61.67 68.03 96.85 34.34 50.70 98.54 31.14 47.32 98.18 38.59 55.41
Jing Li 4950 94.62 88.83 91.64 72.64 81.18 76.67 99.44 56.00 71.65 99.61 51.41 67.82 98.56 75.61 85.57
Jing Zhang 6141 94.91 73.49 82.84 65.41 50.59 57.06 98.41 33.61 50.11 98.99 25.97 41.14 95.78 25.29 40.02
Micro Avg. - 93.69 75.65 83.71 72.3 68.16 70.17 97.81 50.40 66.53 98.96 44.50 61.39 98.24 63.04 76.80
Macro Avg. - 93.27 71.67 80.39 78.83 64.34 69.68 90.58 51.83 60.72 96.38 57.80 69.97 97.87 67.20 78.11
Figure 6: Excluding Ratio of Verifying
which is the proportion of seemingly wrongly-assigned documents
and indicates the accuracy of result made by a single human an-
notator in our annotation framework. In fig 6, it is shown that the
excluding ratios of most document sets are less than 5%, which
indicates, with our annotation framework, a human annotator can
complete a disambiguation task with less than 5%wrongly-assigned
documents in most instances. Besides that, we also found, for sam-
pled document sets whose sizes range from 0 to 4000, the distri-
bution of excluding ratios is stable, which further demonstrates
that our annotation framework is scalable so that we can apply our
annotation framework to label larger and more complex document
sets.
As we mentioned before, there would be pairwise conflicts be-
tween the results given by different annotators during the adding
step. We define conflicting pair ratioCPR in the following way. For
two annotators i and j , letNi j be the number of common documents
they both conduct create operation to and Ci j represents the num-
ber of conflict pairs between them, conflict pair ratio is calculated
asCPR = CPRi j , whereCPRi j =
Ci j
Ni j2
. Fig 7 shows the distribution
Figure 7: Conflict Pair Ratio of Create
of CPR we have counted during the annotation. According to fig
7, the creating conflicts widely exists while their scales are gener-
ally small, which indicates that annotators are very likely to make
minor mistakes and seldom make big ones in our framework. This
kind of mistakes can be detected and completely eliminated by our
workflow, which further demonstrates the accuracy of our dataset.
In the real annotation scenario, we arrange three annotators for
each collaboration step, which means the amount of work triples in
these collaboration steps. Our records show that it would take about
300 man-hours to label 100,000 documents under this arrangement.
On average, each person can label at least 600 to 700 documents
per hour with the assistance from our annotation system.
7 CONCLUSION
The experiment codes and annotation system demo are available
online.10 In this paper, we dived into the issues of Author Name
Disambiguation.
10https://www.aminer.cn/annotation
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First, we propose a novel crowdsourcing framework to build world’s
largest manually-labeled Author Name Disambiguation dataset,
WhoisWho, which provides a new point of view for researchers.
Through comprehensive evaluation and analysis, we demonstrate
that our annotation work is highly efficient and annotation result is
accurate. We also organized a competition based on the published
dataset and resulted in some meaningful ideas.
On the other hand, we adapt an inductive supervisedmodel for AND
task and apply it into our annotation framework to assist annotators.
We evaluate it with several state-of-the-arts name disambiguation
methods in our benchmark. Experiment results demonstrate the
advantage of our method over stat-of-the-art author name disam-
biguation methods. The results also show that even the best name
disambiguation model still has a huge gap with human, which indi-
cate AND is still an open problem and there is still large space for
AND methods to improve.
In the future, we will continue to expand the scale of annotation
data and release the annotation task to the Internet in the form of
crowdsourcing, so that more people can participate in our annota-
tion task. New annotation results will be available with new data
challenges soon.
In addition to the manually-labeled data, several works[1][14] eval-
uate their models with the certified information in Google Scholar.
This kind of data is very tiny for one author name, so it would not
be used as a dataset in most cases. However, this data has great
advantages in accuracy and diversity. In the future, We will try to
use this data to verify accuracy of our annotation results.
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9 APPENDIX
9.1 User Interface
In this section, we will introduce our user interface, which is shown
in the Fig 8. The prototype of this visualization interface is proposed
by Shen. We will first introduce the characters designed by the
previous work, and then introduce the improvements we have
made on it. We will follow the order marked in the figure 8 one by
one.
9.2 Assigned Groups
The hollow circle pointed by the arrow 1 represents the assigned
document groups and each segment of it represents a certain am-
biguous group. If a certain segment is clicked, the profile informa-
tion of this group would be displayed on the left side of the interface
and the documents belonging to this group would be visualized at
the center of the circles. Each group size is encoded as the segment
length while the group quality is encoded as the segment’s color.
The darker the segment color is, the more similar the papers in the
group are.
9.3 Unassigned Groups
The other hollow circle pointed by the arrow 2 represents the
unassigned document groups. Each segment of it represents a sub-
clustering group. The characters of this component is exactly the
same as the previous one.
9.4 Documents and Relationships
Each document belonging to the selected groups would be plot as
a graph node in the center of circles. If two documents have any
common authors, there would be an edge between the correspond-
ing nodes. Besides that, there are some edges existing between the
documents and the assigned groups, which means that there is at
least one document within the assigned group happening to have
common authors with the connected documents. The links between
the groups and documents are called potential links. These visu-
alization technologies above are proposed by the previous work.
Next, we will introduce our original new features.
9.5 Sub-groups of Assigned Groups
Our framework would use sub-clustering method to split each
assigned document group into several sub-groups. The segments
pointed by arrow 4 indicate the sub-groups of assigned group 3.
These segments share the same features with previous two and
facilitate annotators to conduct more precise operations.
9.6 Features Selection
In the previous work, the edges between the documents and groups
indicate author similarity. Since our annotation framework would
take various document attributes into consideration, we extend the
functions of edges to enable them to represent more complex rela-
tionships. The annotators can choose multiple document features
which they are interested in. If two documents are connected, it
means that at least one of selected attributes are similar.
9.7 Node Interfaces
Our system provides several node interfaces to meet the require-
ments from annotators. The marking interface allow annotators
to mark nodes by modifying their shapes. The freezing interface
could fix the node positions while brush interface enable them to
select a group of nodes quickly.
9.8 Groups Info Extraction
For each sub-group, our framework would count the frequency of
features and plot them separately. The annotator can analyze each
selected group quickly or simply click a feature to select all the
corresponding documents.
9.9 Ambiguous Potential Links
The previous work designs a kind of potential links between the
assigned groups and documents, which help annotator quickly find
the assigned groups they are interested in. We extend this design
to unassigned document sets, we use the way of adding shadows
to point it out so the annotator can quickly find target unassigned
groups or documents as well.
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Figure 8: The user interface of proposed annotation system
